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EUV lithography tool
developments ensure
European lead in key
processing technology
Photolithography using
extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
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New approach required

Photolithography is a critical element in the
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production of microelectronic devices and

optical technologies, a new approach was
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required. Global industry consensus was that

a full field EUV lithographic
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tool essential for future
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Delivery of the first commercial systems

process research in this area.
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limit.
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details down to the 65 nm node, development

generation lithography (NGL) solutions. The

of immersion processes has extended use of

EUV cluster covered four main elements of

193 nm technologies down to the 45 nm node

the lithography process: tools, masks, illumin-

– but at a high cost in terms of equipment and

ation sources and processing.

important factor in enabling
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technologies involved were not new, results

the focus of the EUV cluster, integrating the

had only been achieved before under labora-

various elements being developed into a

tory condition. For EXTATIC, an ion-beam
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on EUV processing.

coatings.
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Two alpha tools
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to develop a full-ﬁeld EUV lithographic
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Many changes were required for the EUV
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production equipment. Unlike existing

research to continue in this critical area.

machines that run at atmospheric pressures,
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EUV tools must function in ultra high
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vacuum as soft X-rays are absorbed by all
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materials. Sensors, optics and handling

Nanoscale Science and Engineering at the
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University of Albany in New York State.

something that had not been done before.

Co-operation within the MEDEA+ pro-

Wafer stages and the photomask itself had
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electronics industry and its equipment and

As no material is transparent to EUV, demag-

materials suppliers were working to the

nifying optics have to be reﬂective and so are
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not possible to protect the reticle against par-
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ticles as all materials absorb EUV radiation

projects means Europe is now ahead of the

strongly. This also leads to a bigger problem

world in this key enabling technology, with

of how to keep the mask clean during trans-
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port, use and storage, as even one particle on
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EU IST MORE MOORE project. And the

Near normal incidence reﬂection of EUV
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radiation with high peak intensity can
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security in Europe.
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